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Accurate and timely reporting of safety incidents is a crucial component of a
positive safety culture. These invaluable learning opportunities allow us to adapt,
make improvements and prevent future injury. Yet, recent Australian data has
found that on average, 31% of incidents go unreported and in some organisations
this figure rises as high as 53%. But why are underreporting rates so high? And
what can you do to encourage employees at all levels to report safety incidents?
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That’s 6% higher than the global average.
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86%

of organisational
sites sit below
Private Compliance

The company doesn’t
care much about me
or my safety, so
I don’t care much
about anything
besides looking out
for myself and getting
the job done.

Most of the time,
safety procedures are
a burden to getting
the job done. But,
I need to make sure
I’m following them
when management
is looking.

Safety rules and
procedures are there to
protect me. It is my
responsibility to follow
them so that I can stay
safe for the things that
matter to me.

In part, my safety
depends on my
teammates. To stay
safe as a team, we
need to work
together and look
out for one another.

The company’s safety
is a core part of
everyone’s job and a
shared responsibility.
We strive to improve
ourselves and learn
from our collective
mistakes.
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My Insights and Actions

About Sentis
Offering safety culture assessments, training, coaching
and consulting, Sentis helps organisations to break
through the safety plateau and achieve positive safety
culture change. As experts in applied psychology and
neuroscience, we make safety personal and equip
employees with the knowledge, skills and motivation
to make safer choices, each and every day. This
leads to safer, more engaged workplaces, as well
as increased productivity, leadership capability and
transformational, sustainable safety culture change.
Since the introduction of our pioneering ZIP program
in 2003, Sentis has empowered more than 350
companies and 160,000 individuals to think differently
about safety.

Recommendations for Improved Safety Outcomes

Download the full study at
sentis.com.au/insights
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If you would like to learn more about Sentis diagnostic tools, our Insights-toAction Roadmap and how we can help you to create safety culture change in
your organisation, contact us at sentis.com.au or by calling 1300 653 042.
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